
Haye – Bellew attracts record
viewership  on  AWE  and
klowdtv.com
SAN DIEGO–This past Saturday, Tony Bellew scored a stunning
11th round stoppage over David Haye in a bout that was seen
exclusively  in  the  United  States  on  AWE-A  Wealth  of
Entreatment  &  www.klowdtv.com

The  fight  was  a  back  and  forth  war  that  saw  the  WBC
Cruiserweight champion floor Haye in round six and finish off
the injured former two-division champion in the 11th.

The card also the showcased final bout of the championship
career of two-division champion Paulie Malignaggi. Malignaggi
was stopped in the 8th round by Sam Eggington. Also Irish
Olympic hero Katie Taylor stopped Monica Gentili in 3 rounds
to raise her record to 3-0.

Those fights topped a five hour broadcast that had thousands
of boxing fans viewing the card on AWE and on the internet via
www.klowdtv.com.

“This was an amazing show, and that fans turned out. This was
our largest audience for any fight card we have had, and
between  the  viewership  on  AWE  and  Klowdtv.com  was  beyond
anything we could have imagined. We look forward to April 15th
when  Ricky  Burns  and  Julius  Indongo  meet  in  a  super
lightweight unification bout. We will continue to put on the
highest quality events and we look to appeasing the great
boxing fans in the United States, ” Said Charles Herring,
President of AWE-A Wealth of Entertainment.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
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elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, and
has featured over 50 world class title fight. AWE has earned
multiple Boxing Writers Association of America nominations for
“Fight of the Year” and has featured over thirty world class
boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all live bouts featuring
heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live the stunning upsets of
Tony Thompson over David Price, along with Adonis Stevenson
and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each other for the light
Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic Gold Medal winner James
DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of the most controversial
bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his Lightweight title against
Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed the explosive power of
undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury  multiple  times  on  the
network, including Fury’s victory over Kevin Johnson. In 2014,
AWE televised the crowning of lightweight champion Terence
Crawford with his win over Burns as well as the exciting
rematches between Carl Frampton and Kiko Martinez along with
Tony Bellew defeating Nathan Cleverly. In 2015, AWE brought
boxing fans on of the most anticipated rematches of the year,
Darleys Perez v. Anthony Crolla II for the WBA Lightweight
World Title.

In 2016, AWE was the exclusive American boradcaster of Lucas
Browne’s stunning knockout over Ruslan Chagaev to win the WBA
Heavyweight title.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment
A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing.AWE is
featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.

Coming soon:
April 15: Ricky Burns vs Julius Indongo


